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The thesis and arguments
Your thesis is clearly and directly stated, and it is a compelling one. Your arguments remain, for
the most part, focused on the thesis. Each argument is stated clearly, and serves to lead the reader
towards your conclusion. You support your claims with appropriate quotes and citations. Overall,
the structure of the content is excellent.

There is but one fatal flaw. Your argument turns on the eventual possibility of a scientific ex-
periment into the validity of free will. If such an experiment were performed, it would drive an
undeniable wedge between science and religion, making their mutual exclusion rationally enforce-
able. For some reason, you separate free will from devine existence and immortal souls as the one
“religious truth” that could, in principle, be scientifically investigate. You offer no justification for
that separation. Free will (and determinism) are not scientific questions—they cannot be empir-
ically tested. To scientifically eliminate the possibility of free will, science would need to assert
that there is no type of interaction in the universe that cannot be explained causally. Such a claim
would require a completeness that the scientific method, in principle, can never provide. Thus,
your key supposition is false, and your argument falls apart.

Nonetheless, this is a good paper and an example of good argumentation. Nice job.

The writing
You write well. There are a few moments at which extra terms and phrases can be eliminated to
simplify and clarify your point. Good work.

Items marked on the paper
(1) Certainly that persecution was a problem in Galileo’s time, but that problem does not exist
now. While religious institutions and individuals currently can seek to suppress scientific explo-
ration, sometimes effectively (e.g., embryonic stem cell research), that supression is rarely appli-
cable to an individual, and even in modest form. No scientists of which I am aware have been on
the rack at the hands of any Christian church for some time.

(2) That seems harsh. First, some religious groups seek little or no suppresion of science. Second,
why are you presenting an either-or situation? Are churches unable to oppose science while also
spreading hope and morality?

(3) Can you support this claim? Perhaps the conflict keeps both science and religion balanced,
vigilant, and on their best behavior. Neither is able (as the Roman Catholic Church once was) to
run rampant, unchecked, with its explanations and arguments. Both must be prepared to justify
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their claims against criticism. It is not obvious that the conflict is all bad, or even that it is a net
negative.

(4) Truth is a difficult word in these contexts. What is it? How can it be determined? Does
it correspond to some objective reality? If not, it is not truth at all? How can we know if that
objective reality exists?

I would think your text would better if it referred to knowledge instead of truth. This alternative
term is not without its own complications, but they each fit easily into both scientific and religious
domains. Truth, on the other hand, may have no place in science (which never proves anything,
and thus produces no truth), and its meaning is difficult to ascertain in religion.

(5) That last part is a difficult assertion to support. Religion and science have coexisted since
the inception of science. At times, sparks have flown between the two, but neither is in danger of
non-existence. So, in what way are they “unable to coexist”?

(6) Is it really a societal choice? There’s hardly a single, societal answer for those in mostly-
Christian-western nations, nor this country, nor even within a particular community within this
country. There’s no force involved here, and while an individual may have to come up with some
psychologically consistent view, there’s nothing compelling groups of people to settle the question.

(7) What if that first question addresses (and all subsequent questions also address) strictly su-
pernatural issues? For example, what if religion only addressed questions of creation, afterlife, and
God’s composition and nature? These are not physical issues, and thus they cannot be subject to
empirical evaluation.

(8) What does the word continuously contribute to this phrase? Does it matter whether the space
in which we are operating is continuous or discrete? If the latter, would the situation be different
if the two fields were discretely adjacent? I think that the adjacency is what matters here, and
continuousness is irrelevant.

(9) Since when do scientists adopt a duty to pursue all unknowns? One could argue (without
much difficulty) that a scientists responsibility is to pursue all empirically accessible unknowns. It
would be irresponsible of a scientist to apply her methods to supernatural topics.

(10) Why propose this problem and then immediately go on to argue its impossibility? If this
problem is the obstacle to adopting a synthesis of the type you describe, then it is no obstacle at
all.

Free will is equally unamenable to emprical evaluation. Science would need to be complete—all
causality would need to be discovered and explained—for there to be no room for one to postulate
a mechanism by which free will can be asserted by the mind/soul. Even now, with little room for
such non-determinism, believers in free will have hardly been dissuaded of its possibility.
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(11) Why? Or more to the point, why would this experiment question the validity of Biblical in-
terpretation more than scientific investigation into any topic on which the Bible contains material?
We have left, as a possible scientific topic, the source of morality. Even though morality is not one
of the three “religious truths,” is not scientific investigation into this topic just as threatening?

Grade: A
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